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Outcome

The Guest Lecture had given a detailed view about the recent developments in the electrical machines and their various applications in the
industries. The students were able to acquire the detailed essence of the presentation. There was a healthier conversation among the
presenter and the students.

Event Summary

The Guest Lecture had given a detailed view about the recent developments in the electrical machines and their various applications in the
industries. The students were able to acquire the detailed essence of the presentation. There was a healthier conversation among the
presenter and the students. The presenter had explained about about the various industrial applications like drone, elevators, escalators,
and home appliances where we use the electric motors . he also explained the applications of electric motors in the field of medicines and
also how the recent technologies like Artificial Intelligence, Internet of Things, and Machine Learning are used to operate the control the
motors effectively. The presenter has cleared the various quires raised by the audience. He also showcased the current process that is
happening in the manufacturing of the electrical motors using various robotics. He also explained the how the winding are made in the
electrical motors using the recent advancements in the modern industries. Electrical machines are the key technology in the forthcoming
revolution of the transportation system, and the electric powertrain remains the final energy user and is responsible for vehicle performance
and efficiency. He also gave the brief idea about Electrical machine design and control for EV application, Powertrain integration and high
speed operations, Electrical machine cooling aspects, Electric motor with reduced critical materials , New materials for electrical machines,
Application of multiphase motors in EV, Electrical machines under regenerative braking operation, Designing for mass production. Hence
this guest lecture had been a eye opener for the students about the application of electrical machines .
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